PERSONAL INJURY & WRONGFUL DEATH

When you or a loved one are injured or killed because of the negligence of another, you may have a personal injury or wrongful death action. For more than 60 years, we have represented plaintiffs in a wide range of cases who have been injured or killed:

- in an airplane crash or helicopter crash;
- due to the medical malpractice or negligence of doctors, nurses, dentists, hospitals;
- in car, truck, bus, cab, ambulance, police car, motorcycle accidents and crashes;
- by defective, unsafe, hazardous products;
- in businesses, homes, offices that are unsafe and dangerous;
- by a train, railroad, Metra train, CTA train, dangerous and unsafe railroad crossings;
- while on a construction and workplace site;
- in a gas, oil, electrical, chemical fire or explosion;
- and in all other areas of personal injury.

Since the requirements for filing, pleading, preparing and trying a personal injury or wrongful death case can differ depending on the state or county in which the negligence occurs or where the lawsuit is filed, it is best to consult a Chicago personal injury lawyer who is qualified, experienced and successful to determine if you have a meritorious case.

The Chicago personal injury lawyers at Corboy & Demetrio have represented hundreds of individuals injured or killed as the result of the negligence of others. Our team of lawyers consists of highly experienced and successful Chicago personal injury lawyers dedicated exclusively to the evaluation, preparation and trial of personal injury and wrongful death cases.

Our success in representing victims in personal injury and wrongful death cases has been exceptional - our Chicago personal injury lawyers have acquired over $4 billion in settlements and verdicts, of which nearly 600 were in excess of $1 million.

Our Record of Success in Personal Injury and Wrongful Death:

*A $75 million global settlement for the 10 victims injured or killed when a scaffold collapsed and fell from the John Hancock building in Chicago.

*A $29.6 million record-setting verdict for a passenger injured when a Metra train derailed. It is the largest verdict in Illinois for a person injured in a mass transit crash.
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* A record-setting $25.2 million settlement for the death of a passenger in an airplane crash. The previous top record, a $25 million settlement, was also acquired by Corboy & Demetrio.

*A $22 million verdict for the death of a young mother who died after childbirth because a doctor and nurse failed to properly treat her high blood pressure. It is the largest verdict in Illinois for the death of a woman.

*A record $40 million verdict for a woman, who was seriously injured, and her husband, when the woman’s car was hit by a truck.

To consult with a personal injury lawyer at Corboy & Demetrio, call 312.346.3191. We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Personal Injury & Wrongful Death Areas of Representation

Accidents  Hospital Liability  Amputation  Hospital Negligence

Automobile Collisions
Airplane Crash
Industrial Accident
Medical Malpractice  Aviation Accident  Motorcycle Accident
Birth Injury
Bicycle Collision
Bike Accident
Car Accident
Cab, Taxi Accident
Construction Accident
Defective, Dangerous Product
Discrimination Litigation
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Doctor Negligence
Explosion Injury
Healthcare Negligence
Home, Business, Work Injury
Motor Vehicle Collisions
Head & Brain Injury
Nursing Home Litigation
Nursing Home Negligence
Off-Road, Recreational Vehicle
Premises Liability
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Railroad Accident
Scar & Burn Injury
Spinal Injury & Paralysis
Train Accident
Vehicle Accident

PROFESSIONALS

- David R. "Chip" Barry, Jr.
- Robert J. Bingle
- Philip Harnett Corboy Jr.
- Michael K. Demetrio
- Thomas A. Demetrio
- Michael D. Ditore
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- L. Michael Flanagan
- William T. Gibbs
- Daniel S. Kirschner
- Michelle M. Kohut
- Kenneth T. Lumb
- Francis Patrick Murphy
- Britney R. Pennycook
- Susan J. Schwartz
- Andrew P. Stevens
- Edward G. Willer

SUCCESSES

- $2.85M for Family of Young Bicyclist Killed by Van
- $4 Million Settlement for Injured Tree Service Worker
- $6.8 Million Against Commonwealth Edison for Bradley Boy Injured in Fire & Explosion
- $3.2 Million in Death of Man Due to a Defibrillator Not Properly Maintained
- $16.7 Million for Brain-Damaged Pedestrian Hit by Limousine in Record-Setting Verdict
- $8.5 Million Settlement for Pedestrian Struck by Delivery Truck
- $4.5 Million Settlement for Family of Girl Killed in CTA Bus Crash
- $2 Million Settlement for Family of Teen Killed by Domino’s Pizza Delivery Car
- $1 Million for Woman Sexually Assaulted in Lobby of her Apartment Building
- $3.5 Million Settlement for Family of Girl Killed in Fire Started by Utility Lighter
- $4.4 Million for Injured Worker
- Confidential Settlement on Behalf of Passenger in Aspen Plane Crash
- $4 Million Record-Setting Porch Fall Injury Settlement
- $14.6 Million Settlement for Student Injured on School Trampoline
- $16 Million Settlement in Death of College Football Player During Practice

The Illinois Appellate Court affirmed a Cook County judge's authority to approve the $16 million settlement in the death of Rashidi Wheeler, a Northwestern University football player. Wheeler's mother, Linda Will, objected to the settlement and argued that Cook County Circuit Judge Kathy M. Flanagan did not have the authority to approve it. Learn More
$2.7 Million for Victim's Family in Fatal Deck Collapse
$4.5 Million Settlement in Construction Worker's Death
$48 Million Awarded to Paraplegic for Work Injury
$6.8 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Loss of a Leg
$1 Million Settlement for Death of Infant in Lombard Home Day Care
$1.2 Million for Families of Two Students Killed in Grand Canyon Plane Crash
Confidential Settlement Obtained in Match.com Rape Case
$6.8 Million for Worker in Highway Construction Project
$5.25 Million Settlement in Medical Malpractice Case
$3.5 Million Settlement in Undiagnosed Spinal Epidural Abscess
$1.3 Million for Passenger Injured when CTA Bus Hit Brakes
$9.5 Million Medical Malpractice Settlement Before Lawsuit Was Filed for Surgery Patient whose Artery was Mistakenly Tied
$1.2 Million Settlement for Best Buy Worker who Fell from Picker Lift
$5 Million for Pedestrian Waiting at Bus Stop Injured Due to Ice from City Water Main Break
$7.3 Million for Family of Com Ed Worker Killed in Manhole Explosion & Fire
$3.75 Million Settlement in Botched C-Section Medical Malpractice Case
$7.4 Million Settlement for Gold Coast Nanny Struck by Sanitation Truck
$6.75 Million for German Pedestrian Killed by Charter Bus
$1.6 Million Settlement for School Crossing Guard Struck by Day Care Bus
$3 Million Settlement in Death of Child from Portable Crib
$6 Million Settlement for Family of Dancer Killed by Train
$8 Million Verdict for Family of Woman Killed on Shoulder of I-294
$5.1 Million Settlement for Injured Bus Passenger in 2010 Megabus Crash
$2 Million Settlement for Worker Backed Over by Forklift Truck
$2.8 Million Record-Setting Settlement for Doctor Injured in Slip and Fall at Hospital
$5 Million Wrongful Death Settlement in LaSalle County
$2 Million for Chicago Pedestrian Struck by Garbage Truck
$600,000 Settlement for Shopper Fall in Appliance Store
$22.5 Million Settlement for Victim of Rockford Train Derailment
$25 Million for Victims of Fox River Grove School Bus-Train Crash
$3.6 Million Settlement for Worker Injured on Dock
$1.38 Million Kane County Auto Accident Settlement
$16 Million Jury Verdict for Injured Roofer
$2 Million Settlement in Minee-Subee Day Care Center Death Lawsuit
$3.5 Million for Pedestrian Killed by Truck While Crossing Street
$1 Million Settlement for Passenger Injured in Car Crash
$2.75 Million Settlement in Medical Malpractice Case
$7 Million Settlement for Woman Injured by Target Store Door
$6 Million Settlement in Death of Worker in Clark Oil Refinery Fire
Corboy & Demetrio secured a $6 million settlement in the death of a worker in a suburban oil refinery fire and explosion in March of 1995. The plaintiff alleged that Clark USA, the parent corporation of the refinery, was negligent when it employed untrained and unskilled workers to perform repairs in an effort to cut costs. Learn More
$1.4 Million Settlement in Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
$7.75 Million for Failure to Properly Treat Infant’s Elevated Bilirubin
$100 Million Global Settlement for Loop Office High-Rise Fire Victims
$1.25 Million Settlement for Family of Child who Suffered Stroke Prior to Birth
$4 Million in Negligent Hiring of Worker Who Took Fatal Joy Ride
$8.5 Million for Family of Asst. Fire Chief Killed in Neiman Marcus Fire
$6.8 Million Settlement for Pedestrian Injured by PACE Bus
$11 Million Settlement for Two Victims of 2005 Metra Train Derailment
$1.8 Million Settlement for Family of Passenger Killed in Lafayette Truck Crash
$1.3 Million Settlement in Death of 80-Year-Old Pedestrian
$5 Million Settlement in the Wrongful Death of UPS Truck Driver
$3.75 Million Federal Jury Verdict in South Bend Truck Crash Death
$2.6 Million Settlement in Portable Crib Death
$2 Million Settlement in Death of Pedestrian Killed by FedEx Truck
$1 Million settlement in Dekalb County Wrongful Death
$1.5 Million Settlement for Death of 82-year-old Man
$1 Million Verdict for Chicago Man Injured in Missouri Truck Collision
$7.5 Million for Pedestrian Struck by CTA Bus
$4 Million for White Castle Customer Shot in Drive-Thru Line
$9.6 Million Verdict for South Side Ironworker
Chicago Police Officer Jim Mullen Settles Lawsuit for Undisclosed Amount
$1 Million Jury Verdict in Death of Woman in Truck-Car Collision
$1.05 Million Verdict in DeKalb Co. for Death of a Baby is Record Setting
$4.5 Million Settlement for Family of Pedestrian Killed by Falling Ice
$4 Million Settlement in Wrongful Death of Worker
$1 Million for Family of Mt. Prospect Woman in Medical Malpractice Case
$7.5 Million Settlement against CTA in Injury of Pedestrian
$1.5 Million Settlement in Death of Man Prescribed Wrong Drug Dosage
$1.4 Million Settlement for Family of Passenger in Alabama Amtrak Crash
$1.2M Settlement in Child's Drowning in Park District Camp
$7.6 Million Verdict in Chemical Plant Blast
$1 Million Settlement for Driver Killed in Highway Construction Zone
$1.5 Million for Family of Police Officer Killed by Intoxicated Driver
$75 Million Global Settlement for Injured and Killed Victims in Hancock Scaffolding Collapse
$10 Million Settlement for Woman Struck by Car
$40 Million Record-Setting Verdict in Car-Truck Collision in Palos Hills
$18 Million Settlement for Death of Mother by Fallen High-Rise Window
$3.45 Million Federal District Court Settlement for Family Injured in Interstate Crash
$11.5 Million Settlement for Failure to Deliver Infant in Timely Manner
$5.35 Million Jury Verdict for Limousine Driver Who Lost his Leg
$20 Million Settlement for Birth Trauma
$9.5 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Keith Magnuson Family in Wrongful Death Lawsuit
$19.5 Million Settlement for Failure to Properly Treat Stroke Victim
$22 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Injuries in Car-Truck Crash
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- $11 Million Jury Verdict in Medical Malpractice Case Affirmed by Appellate Court
- $1.5 Million Settlement with Cook County for Death at Stroger Hospital
- $1.8 Million Awarded by U.S. District Court For Negligent Laparoscopic Surgery
- $1.5 Million in First Settlement Under Social Host Law
- $1 Million Settlement for Wrong Diagnosis of Heart Condition
- $1.5 Million Settlement for Family of Mother Killed in I-90 Crash
- $1.25 Million Settlement for Realtor Killed by Drunk Driver
- $7.25 Million Settlement in Product Liability Case Where Victim Suffers Burns Over 90% of His Body
- $2 Million Settlement for Roofer Who Fractured Heel in Fall
- $2.9 Million Settlement in Loss of Arm
- $6.75 Million Settlement with The University of Illinois at Chicago Hospitals
- $6 Million Record-Setting Verdict in Lake County Medical Malpractice Case
- $1.5 Million Settlement for Doctor Assaulted at The East Bank Club
- $1.1 Million Settlement for Family of University of Illinois Student Killed by Bus
- $4 Million Settlement for Failure to Properly Treat Aneurysm
- $5.75 Million for Family of Woman Killed in Car Crash Caused by Reckless Deputy
- $2.3 Million Settlement in St. Clair County Demolition Death
- $6.6 Million Record-Setting Verdict in Nebraska Crash
- $5 Million Settlement in Birth Injury Case
- $4.5 Million Record-Setting Verdict Reached in Kane County
- $2.5 Million Settlement in Bike Path Injury Case
- $10 Million Settlement for Electrocuted Railroad Employees
- $2.5 Million Record-Setting Settlement for Death of 88-year-old Woman
- $7.9 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Child Blinded by Doctor’s Negligence
- $22 Million Record-Setting Jury Verdict for Family in Death of Mother After Childbirth
- $3.8 Million for Family of Boy Who Lost Vision in One Eye
- $1.25 Million for Elderly Woman Injured in Blue Line Derailment
- $1.9 Million Settlement for Delay in Diagnosis and Treatment of Spinal Abscess Results
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- $3.75 Million for Motorcyclist Injured in Crash
- $1.75 Million Settlement for Family of Boy Killed by School Bus
- $2.15 Million in Porch-Deck Railing Collapse Case
- $690,000 Record-Setting Will County Settlement for Radial Nerve Injury
- $6.2 Million Verdict for Brothers Severely Burned in Explosion
- $16 Million for Brain-Damaged Pedestrian Hit by Limousine in Record-Setting Verdict
- $3.9 Million Settlement with Chicago Transit Authority
- $1.4 Million FELA Settlement for Railroad Worker
- $7 Million Settlement for Misread Pap Smear
- $6 Million Settlement for Estate of Passenger Killed in USAir #427 Plane Crash
- Over $10 Million Jury Verdict for Victim of Medical Malpractice
- $31 Million for Workers in Chemical Company Explosion and Fire
- $10 Million Settlement for Teenager Trapped and Burned in Car Collision
- $3.25 Million Settlement For Man Injured in Home Explosion
- $4.5 Million Settlement for Man Burned While Working at Oil Refinery
- $1.3 Million Recovered for Foreman in Explosion and Fire Case
- $1 Million for Couple's Injuries from Home Propane Gas Explosion
- $25.2 Million Record-Setting Settlement in USAir #427 Plane Crash
- $25 Million Record-Setting Settlement for Victim of United Airlines Plane Crash in Sioux City
- $9.5 Million Settlement for Birth Injury
- $3.2 Million Settlement Against Commonwealth Edison in Electrocution of Worker
- $740,000 Slip and Fall Verdict Affirmed on Appeal

NEWS

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Rape of 13-year-old Girl during School Field Trip
10.17.2019

Corboy & Demetrio to File Wrongful Death Lawsuit against Uber in Death of Hyun Kim
10.10.2019

$18 Million Settlement in Death of Pedestrian from Falling Glass from CNA Window
Corboy & Demetrio Obtains, During Trial, A Confidential Settlement in Sperm Cryogenics Tank Mishap

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $5.5 Million for Laborer Killed in Plumbing Explosion on Construction Site

Corboy & Demetrio Representing 52 Patients in Sperm Cryogenics Freezer Mishap 09.2019

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $7.5 Million for Family of Construction Worker Killed in Fall off Balcony

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $4.5 Million for Family of Girl Killed in CTA Bus Crash

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Death of Woman in Deerfield Bakery Parking Lot 09.19.2019

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $6.75 Million for German Pedestrian Killed by Charter Bus

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Sterigenics’ Emissions of Ethylene Oxide 08.2019

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $9.6 Million for Family of Chicago Officer Killed in Police Chase

Read the Sterigenics Lawsuit filed on Aug. 19, 2019 08.2019

$7.5 Million Record-Setting Settlement for Pedestrian Injured by CTA Bus

Equifax Settlement 2019

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit Against Tesla Alleging Defective Battery Caused Passenger’s Death

$31 Million for Workers in Chemical Company Explosion and Fire

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $3.2 Million against Commonwealth Edison in Electrocution of Worker

Thomas A. Demetrio is Ranked #1 Super Lawyer in Illinois in 2019 -- for Third Consecutive Year 01.25.2019

Attorney Michelle M. Kohut Named Partner at Corboy & Demetrio

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit Against My Gym in Zipline Death of 7-year-old Boy 12.2018

C&D Record of Success Representing Bus, Car and Truck Crash Victims
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Fox River Grove School Bus/Train Crash Settlements Exceed $25 Million

Corboy & Demetrio - The Leader in Aviation Litigation

White Castle to Pay $4 million to Customer Shot at its Restaurant

Corboy & Demetrio Selected to 2019 Best Law Firms by U.S. News

11.06.2018

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $7.3M for Family of Com Ed Worker Killed in Manhole Explosion & Fire

Leaders in Construction Site Accident Litigation

$29.6 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Passenger in Metra Train Crash

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $2.9 Million Settlement for 79-year-old Pedestrian Hit by Car

09.2018

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $10.6 Million Settlement for Toll Worker Killed by Truck

Corboy & Demetrio Hired to Represent Family of Murdered Uber Passenger Hyun Kim

Corboy & Demetrio Partner Daniel S. Kirschner Reappointed to IL Carnival-Amusement Safety Board

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $1.5M for Family of Boy Killed by Falling Tombstone

$2.5 Million Settlement in Bicycle Path Injury Case Against Municipality

Seven Corboy & Demetrio Attorneys Selected to 2019 Best Lawyers in America

08.05.2018

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit Against Lyft in Fatal Chicago Crash

06.22.2018

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $1.25 Million in Tent Deaths Caused by Fallen Tree

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit for Family of Wilmette Uber Driver Killed by Teen

$75 Million Settlement for Victims in Hancock Scaffolding Accident

Wind Advisory, Safety Measures Not Followed

Corboy & Demetrio Adds Three New Attorneys to its Chicago Law Firm

Philip Corboy, Jr. Named to Top 100 IL Super Lawyers for 2018

03.05.2018
Sterigenics Seal Order

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $8 Million Verdict for Family of Woman Killed on Shoulder of I-294

Global Settlement of $100 Million for Loop Office High-Rise Fire Victims

Railroad Crossing Crash Litigation Settles for Over $25 Million

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $2.85M Settlement for Family of Young Bicyclist Killed by Van

11.03.2017

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $4 Million for Tree Service Worker Injured on Job

13 Corboy & Demetrio Lawyers Honored as 2017 Leading Lawyers, 1 Named to Emerging Lawyers List

Accords of $48 Million in '94 USAir Crash

*Chicago Daily Law Bulletin*

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $1 Million in Death of Infant at Lombard Home Day Care

Thomas Demetrio Named One of America’s 50 Most Influential Trial Lawyers

Former NFL Players with Injuries Should Register Now for Claims in NFL Settlement

02.21.2017

Corboy & Demetrio Client Mike Adamle Speaks Out about his Dementia and CTE

02.08.2017

Corboy & Demetrio Files Wrongful Death Lawsuit against Home Day Care in Death of Infant

02.01.2017

Lawsuit Filed on Behalf of 10 year-old Boy Who Drowned in Calumet Park Pool

Witnesses Say Boy May Have Been Underwater For Five Minutes Before Lifeguards Noticed

$110 Million Accord in American Eagle Plane Crash

*Chicago Daily Law Bulletin*

$7.4 Million Settlement for Gold Coast Nanny Struck by Intoxicated Driver

$8.5 Million Settlement for Family of Assistant Fire Chief Killed in Neiman Marcus Fire

$16.7 Million Verdict for Brain-Damaged Pedestrian hit by Limousine

$6.8 Million Verdict - Largest in Illinois for the Loss of a Leg
Corboy & Demetrio Uniformly Judged to be the Best of the Best

Thomas A. Demetrio Named #1 Super Lawyer in Illinois for 2017

Corboy & Demetrio Welcomes Andrew P. Stevens as Associate Attorney

$8.5 Million Settlement in Case of Pedestrian Struck by Delivery Truck
11.29.2016

Six Corboy & Demetrio Attorneys Named to 2017 Edition of Best Lawyers in America
11.09.2016

Corboy & Demetrio Named to 2017 Best Law Firms by U.S. News
11.09.2016

$22.5 Million for Victim of Rockford Train Derailment & Explosion

Child's Death from Portable Crib Results in $3 Million Settlement

$40 Million Record-Setting Verdict in I-55 Car-Truck Collision

$2.6 Million for Bicyclist Injured by CTA Bus in Construction Zone

Ken Lumb to Moderate Panel at AAJ Annual Conference
07.22.2016

Statement of NFL Great Paul Hornung Regarding Lawsuit Filed Against Riddell
07.08.2016

$3 Million for Family of Bicyclist Struck & Killed CTA Bus

Corboy & Demetrio - Leaders in Railroad Catastrophe Litigation

$3.9 Million Settlement against CTA in Pedestrian - Bus Crash

$1.25 Million Settlement for Injured CTA Blue Line Passenger

$3 Million Settlement for Family of Bicyclist Killed by CTA Bus

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains Settlement in Match.com Rape Case
04.29.2016

Read the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin Story on Match.com Rape Settlement
04.2016
Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $5.1 Million Settlement in 2010 Megabus Crash

$1.2 Million Settlement in Child's Drowning

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $6 Million for Family of Dancer Killed by Amtrak Train
Michael K. Demetrio Settles Lawsuit on First Day of High-Profile Trial

Corboy & Demetrio - Leaders in Bridge and Structural Collapse and Defect Litigation
Dave Duerson’s Son and Family Appalled at Commissioner Goodell’s Insensitivity
02.07.2016

Corboy & Demetrio has Highest Medical Malpractice Recovery Rate & Median Recovery in IL
02.04.2016

Corboy & Demetrio Jointly Files Second Lawsuit on Behalf of Nevada Family Killed in Amtrak Crash
First Lawsuit Filed Jointly by Prominent Reno and Chicago Law Firms in Deadly Amtrak Crash

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit against Megabus in Downstate IL Crash
Latest is Third Lawsuit Filed by Corboy & Demetrio against Megabus

Millions for Victims of Amtrak Train Collision by Corboy & Demetrio Attorneys

Metra to Pay $11 Million in 2005 Train Crash Derailment

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit against NFL in Suicide of Late Chicago Bear Dave Duerson
Duerson’s Estate Accuses NFL of Causing Duerson’s Brain Damage and Death

Radio Host Bob Collins’ Estate Sued by Family of Student Pilot Killed in Mid-Air Plane Collision

Corboy & Demetrio Hits American Eagle for $2.1 million for Jury Trial of ’94 Aircrash

Corboy & Demetrio Files Civil Lawsuit in Death of Justyna Palka, Pedestrian Killed by Bus

Corboy & Demetrio Comments on the Proposed $765 million NFL Settlement

Irish Media Interview Corboy & Demetrio Attorneys about Fatal Berkeley Balcony Collapse
06.29.2015

Federal Jury Finds American Eagle Liable for the Crash of One of Its Commuter Planes

Jury Trial Results in $2.6 Million Verdict Against CTA for Injuries to Bicyclist

Judge Hands Match.com Second Defeat in Rape Case
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$4.5 Million Settlement for Man Burned While Working at Oil Refinery

$4 Million Record-Setting Porch Fall Injury Settlement

Corboy & Demetrio Garners National Media Attention in Derek Boogaard Case

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit on Behalf of Toll Worker Killed By Sleeping Truck Driver on I-88

Corboy & Demetrio Partner Kenneth Lumb Published in Trial Magazine
05.19.2015

Ninth Porch Collapse Death Suit Filed

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $2 Million Settlement for Children of Mother Killed by CTA Bus

Corboy & Demetrio Files Wrongful Death Lawsuit against Abbott over Diabetic Test Strips
Parents of Abbie Harper Hope to Warn Diabetics & Public of Potential Danger
03.09.2015

Statement of Ken and Leyanne Harper, Abbie Harper’s Parents

Corboy & Demetrio Files New Lawsuit against Megabus in Chicago Pedestrian Crash

Patrick Murphy Settles Case of Couple Who Fell 4 Stories When Porch Railing Collapsed for $2.15 Million

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains Order Requiring UPS to Preserve Evidence in Evanston Pedestrian Crash
01.22.2015

Thomas Demetrio Speaks to Media about Crash of Asiana Flight 214

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit against UPS for Evanston Woman Crushed by Truck
01.15.2015

Corboy & Demetrio – Leaders in Porch, Deck and Balcony Collapse & Defect

$3.25 Million Settlement For Man Injured in Home Explosion

$7.25 Million Settlement in Product Liability Case Where Victim Suffers Burns Over 90% of His Body

Corboy & Demetrio Appointed to Executive Committee in NHL Concussion Litigation

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit Against Chicago Public Schools in Bullied Student’s Suicide
10.09.2014
Corboy & Demetrio Leaders in Fire, Explosion and Burn Injury Litigation

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Death of Off-Duty Chicago Officer Killed in Police Chase 09.16.2014

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Death of Law Student Killed in Wrong Way Crash

$6.5 Million Wrongful Death Settlement with Viacom, VH 1 in Crash of “Rock of Love” Truck

Two Legionnaires’ Deaths Hit Home for Corboy & Demetrio Lawyers involved in ’98 Case

C&D Files Wrongful Death Lawsuit against Two Illinois Trucking Companies 07.19.2014

Record-Setting Settlement for Death of 88-year-old Woman

DeKalb Jury Returns Largest Wrongful Death Award in County History

$6.2 Million Verdict for Brothers Severely Burned in Explosion

$1.5 Million Settlement with Cook County for Death at Stroger Hospital

$1.5 Million Settlement for Doctor Assaulted at The East Bank Club

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $5M for Chicago Man Injured Due to Ice from City Water Main Break

Corboy & Demetrio Applauds the Sentence of Driver Renato Velasquez in Fatal Crash

Lawsuit Filed Against Viacom, VH-1, Producers of ”Rock of Love Bus,” for College Student’s Death

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains Order Preserving Evidence in CTA Blue Line Derailment 03.26.2014

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit on Behalf of Passenger in CTA Blue Line Derailment 03.25.2014

$9.5 Million Record-Setting Verdict for Keith Magnuson Family in Wrongful Death Lawsuit

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $1.2M for Best Buy Worker who Fell from Picker Lift

$1.25 Million Settlement for Realtor Killed by Drunk Driver

Settlement of $6.8 Million for Injured Pedestrian

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $1.5 Million for Family of Police Officer Killed by Intoxicated Driver
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Thomas A. Demetrio Applauds 100 Club of Chicago's 2013 Membership Drive

Record-Setting $22 Million Verdict for Injuries from Vehicle Collision

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $1.6M for School Crossing Guard Struck by Day Care Bus
12.19.2013

Thomas Demetrio Called Powerhouse of Aviation and Medical Negligence Law

Corboy & Demetrio Named to 2014 ‘Best Law Firms’ by U.S. News & Best Lawyers
11.07.2013

Thomas A. Demetrio Ranked Third in All of Illinois Leading Lawyers

$3.45 Million Federal Court Settlement for Family Injured in Interstate Crash Secured by Robert Bingle

C&D $22.5M Settlement Mentioned by Media Covering Canadian Train Derailment & Explosion

Knocked Down Shopper Settles Case

$2.6 Million Settlement in Portable Crib Death

$1.1 Million Settlement for Family of University of Illinois Student Kills by Bus

$2.3 Million Settlement in St. Clair County Demolition Death

$5 Million Settlement in Birth Injury Case

$10 Million Settlement for Electrocuted Railroad Employees

Soccer Goal Wrongful Death Lawsuit Settled

Family of Drowning Victim to File Lawsuit

Corboy & Demetrio Files Motion to Preserve Evidence in CTA Blue Line Derailment

Corboy & Demetrio Recognized in 2013 Top Ranked Law Firms in Fortune Magazine
03.19.2013

Corboy & Demetrio Partner Michael K. Demetrio Featured in Chicago Sun-Times Magazine
03.11.2013

Corboy & Demetrio’s $740,000 Slip and Fall Verdict Affirmed on Appeal
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Thomas A. Demetrio Signs Statement of Support for the U.S. National Guard and Reserve
02.20.2013

William T. Gibbs Selected to The National Trial Lawyers: Top 40 under 40
02.09.2013

Daniel S. Kirschner Speaks about Daytona Race Car Crash Legal Fallout to National Media
02.20.13

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains Order Requiring City and High Rise to Preserve Evidence of Fire
01.28.2013

Fasula Family Statement
01.28.2013

Estate of John Fasula Order
01.28.2013

Corboy & Demetrio Files Emergency Petition to Investigate Fire in South Shore High-Rise
01.25.2013

Corboy & Demetrio Partner Thomas A. Demetrio Awarded for Supporting U.S. Military
01.21.2013

Twelve Corboy & Demetrio Lawyers Selected 2013 Illinois Super Lawyers & Rising Stars
01.14.2013

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Legionnaire’s Outbreak at Chicago Marriott Hotel
11.15.2012

Corboy & Demetrio Recognized with National Ranking in Best Law Firms 2013 by U.S. News
11.06.2012

Five Corboy & Demetrio Partners Selected for Best Lawyers in America 2013
11.06.2012

William T. Gibbs Speaks at Annual Conference of Brain Assoc. of Illinois
10.27.2012

Corboy & Demetrio Lawyer Ken Lumb Takes Part in National Distracted Driving Campaign
10.25.2012
Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit on Behalf of Student whose Thumb was Severed by School Table Saw
10.18.2012

Thomas A. Demetrio Named to Crain’s Who’s Who in Chicago Business 2012
09.05.2012

Lawsuits Filed in Gold Coast Pedestrian Crash Involving Nanny & Toddler in Stroller

Estate of Donna Halstead v. Megabus USA LLC

Corboy & Demetrio Representing 2010 Megabus Crash Victim

Daniel Kirschner Obtains $1.75 Million Settlement for Family of Boy Killed by School Bus

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $2 Million Settlement for Family of Teenager Killed by Domino’s Pizza Delivery Car
06.29.2012

Corboy & Demetrio Lawyer Installed as First Vice President of Women’s Bar Group
06.07.2012

$2.9 Million Settlement in Loss of Arm
Duerson Family Statement

"Accords In ’94 USAir Crash Top $48 Million"
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $2 Million for Man Backed Over by Forklift Truck
05.30.2012

Philip Harnett Corboy, Jr. Receives Distinguished Alumnus Award from DePaul Univ. College of Law
Corboy Honored for Dedication, Leadership & Contributions to Legal Community

Philip H. Corboy, Jr. to Speak at Continuing Legal Education Conference
04.20.2012

Daniel S. Kirschner Selected for Leading Lawyers for 2012
03.22.2012

Edward G. Willer Named to IL Supreme Court Committee on Character & Fitness
PERSONAL INJURY & WRONGFUL DEATH

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $2 Million for Chicago Pedestrian Struck by Garbage Truck 01.13.2012

Thirteen Corboy & Demetrio Lawyers Selected Leading Lawyers in Illinois 12.16.2011

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $1 Million Jury Verdict for Woman Sexually Assaulted In Apartment Building While Lobby Attendant Watched TV 11.30.2011

Corboy & Demetrio Files First Lawsuit and Protective Order in Deadly I-90 Crash

Corboy & Demetrio Pedestrian Wrongful Death Lawsuit Settled for $3.5 Million 05.2011

Bus Strikes and Kills Man in Downtown Chicago

Corboy & Demetrio Represents Pedestrians Struck by Vehicles

Corboy & Demetrio Files Civil Lawsuit in Death of Pedestrian Killed by Bus 05.2011

$5 Million Wrongful Death Settlement in LaSalle County 02.24.2011

Record-Setting $6.6 Million Verdict in Nebraska Crash Reported 02.2011

C&D Receives Highest Ranking for Medical Malpractice and Personal Injury 09.2010

Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $2.7 Million Settlement in Death from Defective Deck 07.2010

$1.9 Million Settlement Obtained for Injured Driver Further Injured by Doctor 07.2010

Danny Keysar Child Safety Notification Act Enacted 07.2010

Record-Setting Jury Verdict of Over $16 Million for Brain Damaged Baby
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Doctor Attacked at Hospital Sues Owners
Corboy & Demetrio Files Negligence Lawsuit on Behalf of Doctor
04.2010

Settlement Over $4 Million Obtained for Injured Worker
04.2010

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $9.5 Million Birth Injury Medical Malpractice Settlement
04.2010

Corboy & Demetrio Secures Settlement in Minee-Subee Day Care Center Lawsuit
03.2010

C&D’s 17 Year Legal Odyssey Results in $14.6 Million Trampoline Injury Settlement
02.2010

Corboy & Demetrio Sues Nicor for Home Gas Explosion, Fire and Residents’ Injuries
01.2010

$1 Million Settlement for Passenger Injured in Car Crash
12.2009

Medical Malpractice Lawyer Ken Lumb Secures $2.75 Million Settlement
11.2009

$7 Million Record-Setting Settlement for Senior Injured by Target Store Door
10.2009

Attorney Francis Patrick Murphy on Porch & Deck Safety
10.2009

$1.3 Million Recovered for Foreman in Explosion and Fire Case

Porch/Deck Collapse Lawsuit Filed
05.2009

Corboy & Demetrio Secures Medical Malpractice Settlement of $4.75 Million
04.29.2009

Stationary Engineer’s Family to Receive Over $3.2 Million in Wrongful Death Settlement
04.02.2009
Corboy & Demetrio Obtains $6 Million in Death of Worker in Clark Oil Refinery Fire
03.2009

$4.5 Million Settlement for Construction Worker’s Death Featured in News
03.2009

Corboy & Demetrio Secures $9 Million Medical Malpractice Settlement
Mother Dies While Undergoing Outpatient Procedure
03.2009

$1.5 Million Medical Malpractice Settlement for Failure to Treat Jaundice
03.2009

Corboy & Demetrio’s $3.45 Million Settlement in Medical Malpractice Lawsuit Reported in Law Bulletin
01.2009

Corboy & Demetrio Attorneys Secure $11.4 Million Recovery in Medical Malpractice Lawsuit
Woman Dies After Being Given Anesthesia She Told Doctors Not To Use

$48 Million Awarded Paraplegic for Injury at Work
12.2008

$5.5 Million Settlement for Failure to Properly Treat Pregnant Woman
11.2008

$4 Million Settlement for Cerebral Air Embolism
11.2008

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Settlement of $1.4 Million

$7.75 Million Settlement for Failure to Properly Treat Infant for Elevated Bilirubin
11.2008

$3 Million Settlement for Bariatric Surgery Performed Backward
10.2008

$3.75 Million Settlement for Motorcyclist Injured in Crash
09.2008

Susan J. Schwartz Secures $1 Million Settlement for Death of Infant
08.2008
$1.75 Million Settlement Secured by Corboy & Demetrio  
08.2008

Corboy & Demetrio Named One of Chicago’s Top Law Firms  
*Chicago Magazine*, 08.2008

Record-Setting Settlement by William Gibbs for Three Year-Old Injured at Outdoor Twirling Tunnel  
07.2008

$3.6 Million on Settlement for Worker Injured on Dock

David Barry Obtains $1.9 Million Settlement for Delay in Diagnosis and Treatment of Spinal Abscess  
05.2008

David Barry Secures $3.8 Million Settlement for Boy Blinded in One Eye  
04.2008

David Barry and Susan Schwartz Secure Record-Setting $22 Million Verdict for Family in Death of Mother After Childbirth  
02.2008

Appellate Court Affirms $16 Million Settlement for Northwestern Football Player  
12.2007

$11.5 Million Settlement for Failure to Deliver Infant in Timely Manner Negotiated by David Barry  
12.2007

$9.5 Million Verdict for Keith Magnuson Family in Wrongful Death Lawsuit  
12.04.2007

$1.8 Million U.S. District Court Award Secured by Corboy & Demetrio  
12.2007

Record Jury Verdict of $9.5 Million in Keith Magnuson Wrongful Death Case  
12.2007

Court Grants Injunctive Relief in Organ Donor Transplant Case  
11.2007

First Settlement Under the Illinois Drug or Alcohol Impaired Minor Responsibility Act  
09.2007
Francis Patrick Murphy Obtains $1.5 Million Settlement for Family of Mother Killed in I-90 Crash
09.2007

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit on Behalf of Pedestrian Whose Legs Were Crushed by Driver on Cell Phone
08.2007

$1.25 Million Settlement Secured by Michael Demetrio and William Gibbs for Family of Realtor Killed by Drunk Driver
08.2007

C&D Named One of Chicago’s Top Law Firms, 2007
Chicago Magazine, 08.2007

$2 Million Settlement for Roofer Who Fractured Heel Secured by Corboy & Demetrio
07.2007

$1.25 Million Settlement for Family of Child who Suffered Stroke Prior to Birth
06.2007

$6 Million Record-Setting Verdict in Lake County Secured by Corboy & Demetrio
04.2007

$19.5 Million Settlement in Medical Malpractice Case
03.2007

Lawsuits Filed by Corboy & Demetrio in Wrigleyville Fire Tragedy
03.2007

$10 Million Settlement for Brain Injured 25 year-old Secured by Daniel Kirschner
02.2007

$7.25 Million Settlement in Product Liability Case
01.2007

C&D Named One of Chicago’s Top Law Firms, 2006
Chicago Magazine, 08.2006

Negligent Hiring Wrongful Death Case Settles for $4 Million on Eve of Trial
07.06.2006
Hancock Scaffolding Accident Global Settlement 02.2006

$75 Million for Injured and Killed Victims in Hancock Scaffolding Accident 02.01.2006

$6.8 Million Settlement Approved Against PACE 09.23.2005

C&D Named One of Chicago's Top Law Firms, 2005 Chicago Magazine, 08.2005

$1 Million for Homeowner's Injuries from Propane Gas Explosion

Appellate Court Affirms $10.9 Million Birth Injury Case 12.28.2004

Passenger's Estate Agrees to $1,800,000 Settlement 08.19.2004

C&D Named One of Chicago's Top Law Firms, 2004 Chicago Magazine, 2004

$5,000,010 Wrongful Death Settlement Reached 12.22.2003

C&D Named One of Chicago's Top Law Firms, 2003 Chicago Magazine, 08.2003

$3,750,000 Verdict in South Bend 05.08.2003

$7.5 Million Settlement Reached on Behalf of 19-Year-Old Paraplegic 03.04.2003

$2 Million Settlement Delivered By Fed Ex 11.07.2002

C&D Named One of Chicago's Top Law Firms, 2002 Chicago Magazine, 08.2002

$1.5 Million Settlement Reached for Death of 82-Year Old Man 02.11.2002
PERSONAL INJURY & WRONGFUL DEATH

$1 Million Plus Verdict for Chicago Area Man Injured in Truck Collision  
10.08.2001

Pedestrian Struck by CTA Bus Will Be Compensated $7.5 Million  
09.04.2001

Doctor’s Fall Lands Record Settlement in Kankakee County  
04.12.2001

$9.6 Million Verdict for South Side Ironworker  
04.10.2001

C&D Again Atop Chicago Lawyer Magazine Settlement Survey  
*Chicago Lawyer*, 10.2000

DeKalb County Wrongful Death Case Settled For $1,000,000  
08.03.2000

Chicago Police Officer Jim Mullen, Paralyzed in Shooting, Settles Case  
04.27.2000

$3.5 Million Settlement for Infant Who Suffered Brain Damage at Children’s Memorial Hospital  
04.18.2000

Largest Individual Settlement in Illinois Personal Injury History  
04.04.2000

Family of Downers Grove Woman Wins $1.25 Million Verdict  
05.19.1999

$4,035,000 Settlement Reached with CTA and Others in Worker’s Death  
11.09.1998

Jury Awards $950,000 in Wrongful Death Case  
05.01.1998

Cook County Jury Awards $3 Million Against Dr. Desnick  
10.27.1997

Commonwealth Edison to Pay Bradley Boy $6.08 Million  
04.09.1997
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One Million Dollar Settlement Against Palumbo Bros  
03.27.1997

Victim's Family Receives $720,000 After Joy Ride Ends in Tragedy  
03.27.1997

"Chem-Plant Blast Yields $7.6 Million Verdict - Finally"  
*Chicago Daily Law Bulletin*

$4.2 Million Verdict for Man Who Lost Both Legs  
01.01.1991

Thomas Demetrio Obtains First 8-figure Jury Verdict in Illinois History

PRESS RELEASES

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Rape of 13-year-old Girl during School Field Trip  
10.17.2019

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit Against My Gym in Zipline Death of 7-year-old Boy  
12.27.2018

ATTORNEY-AUTHORED ARTICLES

Sports Torts: Gym Class Liability Case Clarifies Immunity Claims  
*Chicago Daily Law Bulletin*, 03.28.2017

Sports Torts: Gary Bettman Appears to be in Denial on NHL, CTE  

Chicago Daily Law Bulletin: NFL Brain Damage Epidemic Continues  
04.26.2014

Chicago Daily Law Bulletin: $1.6M Settlement Entered for Police Crossing Guard  
12.27.2013

Chicago Lawyer: Confidentiality: Strings Attached to a Settlement?  
*Chicago Lawyer*, 10.2011

Illinois Causes of Action: Tort Actions: Loss of Consortium  
PERSONAL INJURY & WRONGFUL DEATH

Medical Malpractice: Proximate Cause
*Medical Malpractice*, 2010

Medical Malpractice: Duty
*Medical Malpractice*, 2010

Trial Magazine: Beyond the Thunder
Dealing effectively with adverse weather and its contribution to air disasters
*Trial Magazine*

Illinois Bar Journal: A Quick Guide to the Illinois Dead Man’s Act

Chicago Tribune: Make Work Safe
*Chicago Tribune*, 05.08.2008

Your Witness: Lessons on Cross-Examination and Life from Great Chicago Trial Lawyers: Cross-Examination and Its Impact on Credibility

Trial Journal: Navigating Section 41 - CTA Notice Requirement
*Trial Journal*, 01.2008

Defamation, Illinois Causes of Action
*IICLE*, 01.01.2008

The Federal Tort Claims Act, Illinois Causes of Action
2008

Trial Journal: A Continuing Conundrum: The Elusive Definition of Discretionary Acts
*Trial Journal*, 2007

Trial Magazine: Powerful Persuasion
The Use of Demonstrative Evidence
*Trial Magazine*, 04.2006

Medical Malpractice: Medical Professional Negligence: Building a Prima Facie Case
*Medical Malpractice*, 2006

Negligent Issuance of a Life Insurance Policy
PERSONAL INJURY & WRONGFUL DEATH

The Federal Tort Claims Act, Illinois Causes of Action
IICLE, 2005

"A Medical Literature Primer" Trial Journal of the Illinois Trial Lawyers Association
Trial Journal, Winter 2005

Caps on Damages will Penalize Victims of Medical Malpractice
Chicago Sun-Times, 11.2004

Making the Independent Medical Examiner Your Expert Through the Use of a Ben Franklin Balance Sheet
ATLA, 2004

Making the Defense Medical Expert Your Expert in a MIST Case Using a Ben Franklin Balance Sheet
Association of Trial Lawyers of America, Reference Publication, 2004

Litigating Tort Cases, 2nd Edition: Pain and Suffering and Non-Economic Damages
Litigating Tort Cases, 2nd Edition, 2004

Illinois Motions in Limine
Litigation Publishing, 2004

Litigating Tort Cases: Pain and Suffering and Non-Economic Damages
Litigating Tort Cases, 2003

IICLE, 06.2002

The Liability of Non-Operator Defendant
Illinois Trial Lawyers Association, 04.2002

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress


Defamation, Illinois Causes of Action
IICLE, 2002
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Medical Malpractice Discovery, Illinois Civil Discovery Practice

Principles of Illinois Discovery: An Overview, Illinois Civil Discovery Practice

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Daubert: Its Early Years
*CBA Record, 04.2001*

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Attorney-Client Privilege - Oh, Really?
*CBA Record, 10.2000*

Trial Magazine: Loss of Consortium - A Continuing Evolution
*Trial Magazine, 09.2000*

Structured for a Reason
*ABA Journal, June 2000, 2000*

More Cases We Remember - A Lesson In Credibility
*Trial Magazine, 04.2000*

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Offers of Proof, Why, When & How
*CBA Record, June/July, 2000*

Packaging Forensics: Package Failure in the Courts - A Shattered Bottle...a Shattered Life
*Lawyers and Judges Publishing Company, Inc., 2000*

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Striving for Excellence
*CBA Record, 12.1999*

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Opening Statement: Some Initial Thoughts and Bullet Points
*CBA Record, 11.1999*

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Motions In Limine: Why, When and How to Use Them
*CBA Record, 10.1999*

Abolishing Jury Awards Takes a Step Backwards
*Illinois Legal Times, 1999*

Holding Managed Care Accountable
*Chicago Tribune, 1999*
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_Trial Journal, 06.1999_

Illinois Courts: Vital Developers of Tort Law as Constitutional Vanguards, Statutory Interpreters, and Common Law Adjudicators

Demetrio on Trial Practice - Batson: A Black and White Issue - Or Is It?
_CBA Record, June/July, 1999_

Malpractice Trial Notebook: Res Ipsi Loquitur
_Malpractice Trial Notebook, 1999_

Illinois Courts: Vital Developers of Tort Law as Constitutional Vanguards Statutory Interpreters, and Common Law Adjudicators
_Loyola University Chicago Law Journal, 12.1998_

Proving and Disproving Damages in Personal Injury Cases
_Illinois Institute of Continuing Legal Education, 12.1998_

How to Try a Personal Injury Case - Strategies and Techniques from the Experts
_Practicing Law Institute, 10.1998_

Look for the Silver Lining - An Analysis of Weather-Related Air Crash Disasters
_Trial Magazine, 08.1998_

Fighting the Elements
_Trial Journal of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America, 08.1998_

Liability May Get Through to HMOs
_Chicago Tribune, Voice of the People, Section 1, page 24, Friday, July 31, 1998, 1998_

The National Law Journal: Winning the Verdict with Video and Virtual Reality
_The National Law Journal, 06.1998_

The Use of Demonstrative Evidence in Trial: The Millennium and Beyond
_American Bar Association Tort and Insurance Practice Section, 1998_

_Illinois Bar Journal, 04.1998_
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The Key to Final Argument? - Persuasion  
*The CBA Record, 03.1998*

Proof of Damages in Illinois  
*Institute for Continuing Education of the Illinois Bar, reprinted from Negligence Law Forum, 1998*

A Practical Guide to Discovery in Medical Negligence Litigation  

How I Solved My Evidence Problem  
*ABA Journal, 1997*

Malpractice Trial Notebook: Res Ipsa Loquitur  
*Malpractice Trial Notebook, 1997*

Trial Magazine: Bit o’ Luck  
*Trial Magazine, 1996*

Positive Thinking  
*Chicago Bar Association (CBA) Record, 05.1996*

The Challenge of Merit Selection  
*CBA Record, 04.1996*

Pretrial Trade Secrets of the Pros - Those Precious Few Interrogatories  
*ITLA, 02.01.1996*

President’s Page  
*CBA Record, February/March, 1996*

A Practical Guide to Discovery in Medical Negligence Litigation  

Applause for the Court  
*CBA Record, 11.1995*

Looking Back, The Lessons of the Simpson Trial: Beleaguered Jurors Did Their Job Well; the Police Did Not  
*Chicago Tribune, October 10, 1995, 1995*

Trial Magazine: New Technology May Boost the Jury’s Role  
*Trial, 1995*
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Trial Magazine: "Wrongful Death - A Medical Tragedy" Book Review
Trial, 10.1995

The Human Element
CBA Record, 09.1995

Corporations Afraid of the Light
Chicago Tribune, 1995

Tort Reform No Friend to Consumers

The Common Sense of American Juries

Streamrolling Tort Reform
Legal Times, Points of View, Opinion and Commentary, pp.20, 24, week of March 27, 1995, 1995

Closing Arguments, The Art of the Law
Clark, Boardman, Calahan, 1995

Cervical Insufficiency
Operative Obstetrics, 1995

Going the Distance, How to Perfect the Trial Record and Win on Appeal
American Bar Association Journal, Volume 76, 04.1990

Practical Approach for Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Claims
Professional Education Systems, Inc., 1990

Wrongful Death Cases - Procedural Aspects
Chicago Bar Association, 1990

Final Argument

How to Direct Examine the Economist
Chicago Bar Association, 1989

A Practical Guide to Discovery in Medical Negligence Litigation
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The Practical Application of Illinois Discovery Rules

The Art & Science of Jury Selection
*IICLE, 1988*

Finding and Using Experts
*ABA - Tort and Insurance Practice Section Manual, 1988*

The Practical Application of Illinois Discovery Rules

Video Depositions: How and When to Use Them
*Chicago Bar Association - Tort Litigation Committee, 1987*

A Practical Guide to Discovery in Medical Negligence Litigation

The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment Mandates that the Right to Trial by Jury, Guaranteed by the Seventh Amendment, be Preserved
*ABA - Tort and Insurance Practice Section Manual, Trial Magazine, 08.1985*

Trial Magazine: Should Juries Decide Complex Cases?
*Trial, 08.1985*

Comparative Fault in Illinois: Its Past, Present and Future
*Illinois Trial Lawyers Journal, 1983*

MAJOR MEDIA COVERAGE

Corboy & Demetrio Files Lawsuit in Rape of a 13-year-old Girl during School Field Trip
*Chicago Tribune, 10.16.2019*

Family of Man Killed by Denver Uber Driver to File Wrongful Death Lawsuit against Uber
*FOX31, 10.10.2019*

$5.5M for Fatal Equipment Explosion
*Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, 10.08.2019*
Andrew Stevens Appears in CBS2 Chicago Story on Lawsuit Filed by Corboy & Demetrio in Hit-and-Run Death of Mother outside Deerfield Bakery
09.23.2019

Family of man killed by Uber driver accuses company of negligence
*The Denver Post*, 06.22.2018

Family of man shot, killed during Denver Uber ride claims rideshare giant 'grossly negligent'
*Denver ABC 7*, 06.22.2018

Uber driver arrested for allegedly shooting passenger in self defense
*ABC News*, 06.02.2018

Driver allegedly shot, killed passenger during in-app ride, Uber confirms
*Kare 11*, 06.02.2018

Thomas Demetrio Interviewed by Washington Post on Anniversary of Dr. Dao Incident
*Washington Post*, 04.09.2018

$7.5 Million Deal After Fatal Balcony Fall

Ken Lumb Appears Live on FOX32 Chicago’s Good Day Chicago Sunday to Discuss Congressional Hearings on Equifax and Data Breach Consumer Tips
*FOX32 Chicago - WFLD-TV*, 10.08.2017

Ken Lumb interviewed for "Lawsuits Mount Against Equifax as Judge Rules Yahoo Must Face Cybersecurity Class Action"
*American Association for Justice’s Trial News*, 10.05.2017

Ken Lumb and Corboy & Demetrio Client Appear in FOX32 Story on Equifax Litigation and City's Lawsuit
*FOX32 Chicago*, 09.28.2017

Ken Lumb Discusses Equifax Class-Action Lawsuit Live on WGN-AM Radio
*The Roe Conn Show - WGN Radio*, 09.18.2017

Ken Lumb Speaks about Equifax Lawsuit Live on WLS AM 890's Big John and Ramblin’ Ray
*WLS Radio*, 09.18.2017

Ken Lumb Appears Live on FOX32 to Discuss Corboy & Demetrio's Equifax Lawsuit
*FOX32 Chicago*, 09.16.2017
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NBC5 Story on Filing of Corboy & Demetrio’s Class-Action Lawsuit Against Equifax  
*NBC5 Chicago/WMAQ-TV, 09.14.2017*

Sun-Times Story on Corboy & Demetrio’s Filing of Equifax Class-Action Lawsuit  
*Chicago Sun-Times, 09.14.2017*

Thomas Demetrio appears in *People* story on Dr. David Dao  
*People Magazine online, 09.06.2017*

Interview of Robert Bingle about lawsuit filed against Walmart in killing of Uber driver Grant Nelson  
*WFLD - FOXNews Chicago, 06.26.2017*

Interview of Robert Bingle about lawsuit filed against Walmart in killing of Uber driver Grant Nelson  
*WGN News, 06.26.2017*

*Daniel S. Kirschner was interviewed about his Match.com settlement in the front page story, Sex Abuse Victim Settles with Dating Site*  

Edward G. Willer was profiled in, Achieving Superior Results in Difficult Injury and Death Cases  
*Leading Lawyers Magazine, 04.2016*

BLOG POSTS

Equifax Lawsuit Update - Oct. 12, 2017  
*Corboy & Demetrio Mass Tort Litigation Blog, 10.12.2017*

Corboy & Demetrio Equifax Lawsuit Update  
*Corboy & Demetrio Mass Tort Litigation Blog, 10.04.2017*